FIELD EXPERIENCE FOLDER

It is a field experience expectation that each pre service teacher will compile a progressive field experience folder to reflect professional competency.

Each pre service teacher has been given specific instructions for the requirements and organisation of the folder.

The folder should be an A4 two ring binder that must have clearly labelled dividers (Do NOT use plastic sleeves).

1. Lesson observations
2. Weekly planners
3. Classroom and school observation tasks and peer observations (where applicable)
4. Self assessment and evaluations
   Pre service teachers reflect on and evaluate each lesson or learning experience/activity.
   Weekly reflections
   Weekly review of teaching by the supervising teacher
5. Field experience curriculum lesson plans/learning plans (planning required prior to commencement of block field experience).
6. Additional general lesson plans and unit planning (primary)/learning plans and observations (early childhood). (Additional planning required during the block field experience).
7. Assessment items, assessment criteria sheets, record of student progress and achievement.

(This folder should be available for teachers and University supervisors at all times).